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This is a short account of two treks in 
Nepal which I did in August 2008.  The 
two treks were consecutive with one 
following directly after the other. The 
areas visited are in the far north west of 
Nepal in remote valleys.  The only way to 
reach these areas is to fly in to one of the 
small airstrips in the area and then walk. 
The airstrips are rudimentary and small 
planes are often delayed or cancelled.

The best time of year to do these trips 
is probably each side of the monsoon, 
especially after it. However, as one goes 
further north west away from Jumla the 
influence of the monsoon becomes less 
and less.  I went at the green lush height of 
the monsoon.  In October the weather is 
crisp and clear but by late November the 
passes could be snowbound and very cold.  

There are very few lodges in this poor 
region of Nepal. However, in most villages 
there are local houses and bhattis which 

provide rustic accommodation and simple 
food. In this region of Nepal food is often 
in short supply however. In many places 
the distance between villages is more than 
a days walk so tents and cooking utensils 
are necessary.  Simple food like noodles or 
rice is best carried for these occasions.

Due to the language barriers and logistics 
I took a translator and porters on each 
trek. The first trek needs 2 porters per 
trekker while the second needs just one 
per trekker.

The first trek goes through very poor 
impoverished mostly Hindu areas. Here 
medieval villages struggle to cultivate 
enough food in small fields to see them 
through the year. Life expectantly is very 
low even by Nepali standards. The second 
trek starts and finishes with a similar 
cultural terrain but also goes through 
Buddhist areas where ethnic  Tibetans 
have a better quality of life. 

Rice is the staple of Western Nepal. There are a few different varieties.  In the higher impoverished 
districts or Jumla Mugu and Humla it is mostly the marshi variety which requires less water. In the 
monsoon season of July and August the rice grows well in warm humid conditions. Here are fields of rice 
growing in the Mugu Karnali valley at 2000 metres. (Jumla, Mugu and Humla Trek. Day 6)



Jumla, Mugu & Humla

This trek starts in Jumla, where there 
are almost daily flights from the lowland 
towns of Nepalganj or Surkhet. Jumla, one 
of the major towns of Western Nepal, has 
a population of 5000. 

The trek then goes north to the beautiful 
Lake Rara for 4 days.  Lake Rara is the 
largest lake in Nepal and lies at an altitude 
of 3000 metres among lush meadows and 
pine forests

After Rara the trek goes up the huge 
Mugu Valley for 5 days passing remote 
villages to penetrate deep into the wild, 
glaciated mountains which form the 
border with Tibet. Up a side valley there is 
the unmarked and seldom used Takya Lek 
pass, 5050m, which leads to the head of 
the huge Take Valley.

The trek then follows the very remote 
Take Valley down for 3 days passing some 
very beautiful meadows on the floor of 
this very imposing and deep valley which is 
heavily forested. This valley is very sparsely 
populated with one small village at Nepka.

The Take Valley and its river eventually 
meets the Humla Karnali, a very large 
valley with some agricultural stretches 
and extensive pine forests. Following this 
large river for 3 days the route reaches 
the town of Simikot.  This town also has a 
population of 5000 and has daily weather 
affected flights to Nepalganj or Surkhet. 

As this trek is so remote and seldom 
visited food and accommodation is very 
rustic, if they exist at all. Conditions are 
harsh and there is no chance to bail out.

Cereals are staples in Jumla Mugu and Humla districts. 
These labour intensive crops are grown in small fields 
and then the harvest is carried back to the villages to 
be processed.  Here wheat is being threshed with flails 
to remove the chaff and grain from the stalk and to 
crack open the chaff. (Day 3)

Once cereals are winnowed they need to be milled.  
There are small water driven mills all over Nepal. 
A chute of water descends some 2 metres and hits 
a horizontal wooden paddle which directly drives a 
millstone. The flour has to be sifted and put between 
the stones a few times. (Day 7)  



On Day 1 the trail leaves Jumla and heads northwards to climb 1250 metres to cross the Daphe Lek pass at 3600 
metres. Before the pass there is a great view south down to the alpine meadow of Chaurichaur and the town of 
Jumla in the River Tila valley far below.  Surrounding this open fertile valley are conifer forests which clad the lower 
slopes of the surrounding mountains. (Day 1)

Jumla, Mugu and Humla are largely populated by Hindu Chhetris. However, in the more mountainous valleys the 
main populations are so called Bhotias, who are of Tibetan origin and migrated here centuries ago. They brought with 
them their cultural and religious heritages. Their religion is Buddhism and more specifically various sects of Tibetan 
Buddhism. Here is a monastery at Tiyar by the confluence of the Mugu Nadi and Namlan Nadi rivers, which meet 
here to form the Mugu Karnali. (Day 7)



Jumla

Chautha

NEPAL TIBET

Map of the route from Jumla to Simikot through Jumla, Mugu and Humla districts . For ease of fitting the 
map is not aligned to the north and the west is uppermost. To view in a more correct alignment rotate 
the page anticlockwise 90 degrees in Adobe Acrobat.
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Just south of Mugugoan is the serene and idyllic Usa monastery.  Most monasteries accommodate monks or 
nuns. To facilitate this they have kitchens to prepare food. Some of this food is grown by the monastery and 
other food is donated.  Here is the glowing guardian at Usa in her very clean tidy kitchen. (Day 7)

The village of Mugugoan is at the head of the Mugu valley and separated by from Tibet by  5000 metre 
passes. Despite these passes the Bhotias here have more in common with Tibetan rather than Nepali 
culture. The village is at 3400 metres and subsists from pastoralism and some trading with China. (Day 8)

TIBET



Yaks are the pastoral mainstay of many bhotia communities. They provide transport, dairy products and 
are a ‘bank on the hoof’ for breeders. They live predominantly above 3000 metres and suffer if they go 
lower. Many domestic yaks are crossed with cows to produce dzo.  These dzo are swimming across a 
creek in the meadows in the valley above Mugugoan. (Day 9)

The highest valleys are often contain large meadows which were previously glacier carved lakes which 
have since filled with silt. These high pastures are lush and very fertile and often filled with wild flower. 
The provide summer grazing for horses. (Day 10) 



The upper reaches of the Take Valley are very remote and sparsely populated.  There are no settlements 
until Nepka some 3 days walk down the valley. However there is an abundance of pastures spread up 
the valley floor where transhumant pastoralists come to graze during the summer months living in very 
rudimentary shelters.  (Day 11) 

 The pass between the huge Mugu and the Take Valleys goes up the alpine Takya Khola valley through 
meadows for a day from Mugugoan village to reach the foot of the pass. The pass is pictured above and is  
called the Takya Lek. It is about 5050 metres. There is no path and the route goes up the grassy slope in 
the middle of the picture.   (Day 10)



The only settlement of any size in the Take Valley was Nepka. This village had about 50 households.  It was 
a very poor village surviving largely from subsistence farming.  This did not provide enough food to go 
round, so men had to leave the village occasionally to earn cash doing manual jobs elsewhere, (Day 12)

The lower reaches of the Take Valley are heavily forested.  As one descends the first trees are White Birch 
at around 4000m. These soon give way to the conifers of Spruce , notably Picea smithiana, and Fir, notably 
Abies spectabilis. Interspersed between there conifer stands were forests of large Oaks, notably Quercus 
semecarpifolia. Pines were largely absent except for the lower reaches of the valley. (Day 12)



The town of Simikot is the headquarters of Humla district.  It has a population of about 5000 and is 
situated on a 3000 metre plateau high above the Karnali River. The town has a simple earthen airstrip 
which receives almost daily rice flights to prevent famine in the district. (Day 15)

After emerging from the remote Take Valley the trek followed the Humla Karnali Valley north to Simikot 
for the next 3 days. Surprisingly this final section was quite sparsely populated and even rustic lodges 
were few and far between.  The scattered villages were generally perched high above the river, but 
sometimes their rice fields crept down the hillsides into the pine forests beside this large river. (Day 14)



JUMLA, MUGU and HUMLA
Day Start Finish Km Up Down Time General

1 Jumla Khali Lagna 10 1260 150 7.5

After flying to Jumla it is best to spend a night there, 
probably in Hotel Snowland.  The next day start the long 
1250 metre climb up to the Daphe Lek pass at about 3600 
metres. En route up to the pass you skirt the agricultural 
college before reaching the idyllic meadow at Chaurichaur, 
where there is a rustic teahouse. From here the path climbs 
more steeply to the grassy pass. A short descent through 
the forest on the other side take you to the very rustic 
teahouses at Khali Lagna. There is a better alternative half an 
hour further down at Tharmari.

2 Khali Lagna Chautha 12 430 1110 7

Continue down the forested side valley for a good hour 
until you reach the deep main valley with the Tali River. 
The rugged forested landscape here is similar to a mystical 
Chinese watercolour.  Follow the Tali River for a km then 
cross the river to the north side and follow the bank for 
another 2 km under Bumra.  At a side stream leave the 
river and climb steeply to the cave at Kapra Odar. Continue 
up after it, then follow the contours through some hamlets 
for a good hour until Chautha appears.  There are a few 
simple lodges at the village of Chautha.

3 Chautha Pina 11 700 1020 6

From Chautha head up the side stream for a good hour to 
reach the hamlet of Bulbule. Beyond here is a small forest 
before you arrive at the extensive meadows of Ghurchi. 
Pass the rustic lodge here and head up to the pass at about 
3450m. The descent through the forest down the north 
side of the pass is long and sustained.  Passing a police post 
you reach some hamlets and a view of Pina village.  Leave 
the main path to Gamgadhi here and contour round north 
east on the small path to Pina. There are no lodges here, 
but some local houses offer rustic accommodation. 

4 Pina Lake Rara 14 850 310 5

From Pina the path heads east climbing a spur.  Then 
continue east contouring through fields and forest to reach 
a large stream. Drop down to cross the stream it continue 
to contour east through fields and hamlets until the path is 
beside the Jhyari Khola stream.  Cross to the north of this 
stream and climb steeply to the impoverished Jhyari village. 
From here climb through pine forest for another 2 hours 
to reach a meadow just before the lake. Head clockwise 
round the lake for a hour, crossing a bridge over the 
tranquil outlet, to reach the good lodge on the north shore. 

5 Lake Rara Gamgadhi 8 100 900 3

Leave Rara Lodge and continue clockwise along the north 
shore of the lake passing the army camp after a km. Two 
km after this the path leaves the shore and gently climbs 
through the pine forest for half an hour. It then crosses a 
saddle and starts to descend through the forest to reach a 
hamlet graced with huge cedars. At the hamlet Gamgadhi 
appears on a ridge far below. The descent to the town 
is a good hour relentlessly down through grazing land 
and fields, partly along a dirt road.  Gamgadhi itself has 
numerous lodges and many simple shops to partly restock.

6 Gamgadhi Dhungedhara 19 750 710 9.5

From Gamgadhi head east down the ridge towards the 
Mugu Karnali river. Cross the large side stream at Ghat 
and continue along the south bank of the turbulent Karnali 
for another 3 hours to the impoverished village of Lumsa 
where there is a simple teahouse. After Lumsa continue 
along the south bank of the Karnali to the village of Chhaila. 
Continue along the south bank passing under the village of 
Mangri until a bridge at Dhungedhara to the north bank. 
There is a simple lodge here offering rustic accommodation 
and food. 

 7 Dhungedhara Gilan Khola 17 800 400 9.5

Head along the north bank of the Karnali for about three 
hours until you reach the hamlet of Pulu where there 
is a rustic lodge. The valley here narrows and becomes 
very deep beyond this hamlet for 2 hours, until the river 
splits into the Mugu Nadi and Namlan Nadi. There is an 
interesting Buddhist monastery on the other side of Mugu 
Nadi at this confluence worth visiting. Do not head up to 
Kermi here, but re cross the Mugu Nadi river again. From 
the river junction continue another 2 hours to the Gilan 
Khola side stream, where there are some good campsites.



8 Gilan Khola Mugugoan 18 990 170 8

Leave Gilan Khola and walk the two hours through gentle 
deciduous forest to Takla Khola side stream. Here the valley 
narrows to a boiling gorge for an hour before opening out 
at Cherinichaur meadow. Continue north up the open 
valley for two hours until you reach a bridge over to the 
small, serene Usa gumpa monastery on the east side. From 
this bridge it is an easy two hours up the open valley and 
pastures to the Buddhist village of Mugugoan. There are no 
lodges but some local houses offer accommodation.

9 Mugugoan Takya Khola 17 1050 120 9.5

Leave Mugugoan and continue north for four hours. You 
pass some very beautiful grassy meadows grazed by yaks 
as you keep on the west side of the river.  At Takyachaur 
meadow you leave the main valley, which continues to Tibet, 
and climb into a side valley.  There is a small path up the 
spur on the north side of the Takya Khola stream. Climb this 
path and traverse across hillside for two hours to gain this 
hanging valley. Once in the valley follow it north for a good 
hour to reach some good campsites just beyond the lake.

10 Takya Khola Takekharka 20 740 940 10

From the camp continue north up the valley for a good 3 
hours.  You pass many meadows, often grazed by horse and 
yak, until the valley veers north east into glacial cul-de-sac. 
Here there is a steep 600m grassy slope to the north. There 
is no path but the route is obvious to the pass,  called Takya 
Lek at about 5050 metres. From the pass descend north, 
and then west down a grassy slope to the floor of the Take 
valley. Cross the main river on stones and follow the north 
bank for three hours to the herders camp at Takekharka. 

11 Takekharka Galagnachaur 25 280 1300 10

From Takekharka continue down the Take valley for three 
hours to the very beautiful meadows at Jhulenichaur and 
Bholbihanchaur in the very imposing valley with 1000 metre 
buttresses on each side.  A further two hours down is the 
next meadow at Phaunyachaur where conifers give way to 
deciduous, holly oak forests in the deep valley.  From here 
it is still another three hours walking to the agricultural 
shelters in the potato fields at Galagnachaur, where there 
are limited campsites. There are no campsites beyond here.

12 Galagnachaur Pilpan 25 620 1750 11

It is a long day from Galagnachaur to Pilpan. Initially the 
valley descends in a forested grove for four hours to Nepka, 
a friendly village of some 40 houses.  Simple food and 
accommodation may be available here in local houses.  From 
Nepka there is another arduous four hour descent to the 
confluence with another large river, forming the Loti Karnali.  
The landscape now becomes agricultural.  Head a hour west 
downstream, passing a bridge and path south to Darma and 
Gamgadhi to reach Pilpan, where there is a rustic lodge.

13 Pilpan Sarkeghat 13 350 400 5.5

From Pilpan head west for a good hour to where the Loti 
Karnali meets the mighty Humla Karnali. At the confluence 
there are some very rustic tea shops. After here head up 
the wild east bank of the Humla Karnali for three hours 
through pine forests to the simple hamlet of Mastamandau.  
For much of this the river is relatively benign as it flows 
down the forested valley. From here there is an easy walk 
up through fields to Sarkeghat, a village by major bridge over 
the Karnali. There are a few simple lodges in Sarkeghat.

14 Sarkeghat
Bokche 
Gauda

23 1140 780 11

From Sarkeghat continue along the north side of the Karnali 
for a good hour to reach a large bridge. Cross this to the 
south side here and proceed to Unapani where there is a 
teahouse. Beyond this the path passes under the medieval 
village of Rip before turning north. After two hours it comes 
to a bridge and crosses to the east side.  It continues on 
the east side for another two hours to the path up to Lali. 
Ignore this path and head through the forest for another 
two hours to the very simple lodge at Bokche Gauda.

15
Bokche 
Gauda

Simikot 14 1080 120 6.5

From Bokche Gauda head north up the east side of the 
river for an hour passing the hamlet of Syala. Continue along 
the easy valley floor for another hour until you reach the 
large clear Chuwa Khola river. Cross this river on a trolley. 
After the crossing there is another hours walking to the 
Kudilla Khola stream. Leave the Karnali River here and head 
up the small valley of this stream. After crossing to the west 
side zig-zag for a good 2 hours up a 1000 metre climb to 
the town of Simikot.  There are many lodges and shops here.

246 11140 10180 119



Limi Valley

Many villagers of the Limi 
valley have a formal dress 
code which is entirely 
Tibetan rather the Nepali. 
(Day 5) 

In North Western Nepal goats and sheep are used as 
pack animals. In most cases these herds originate in 
Tibet and transport 7-10 kg of rice on there way to 
market.  Previously these animals would have carried 
salt also. (Day 3)

There are many types of 
Rhododendron in Nepal. 
Here is the very variable 
dwarf  Rhododendron 
lepidotum species. (Day 8) 

This trek starts and finishes in Simikot, 
where there are almost daily flights 
from the lowland towns of Nepalganj or 
Surkhet. Simikot, one of the major towns 
of Western Nepal, and the administrative 
capital of Humla District. It has a 
population of 5000 and a few lodges.

The trek is a circuit which takes between 
8 and 14 days. It is divided into three parts 
or sides of a triangle. The first part is west 
to Hilsa. The second part is the cultural 
highlight of the trek as it goes through the 
Shangri-La of Limi  Valley. The third part 
is perhaps the hardest and goes through 
remote pastoral valleys and over a couple 
of passes to return to Simikot.

Half of the trek is through areas where 
there are some very rustic lodges and 
half through areas where camping is the 
only alternative.  It may also be possible to 
stay at local houses occasionally but  this 
cannot be relied upon.  As such camping 
and cooking equipment has to be taken. It 
is possible to re supply with some staples 
such as rice or noodles in Hilsa.

Parts of this trek are remote and seldom 
visited. Conditions are harsh and there is 
little chance to bail out. Limi Valley itself 
has two high passes guarding each end of 
it so altitude sickness could be serious. 
Only the sections near Simikot are 
affected by the summer monsoon rains.



The route from Simikot to Hilsa takes at least three days and involve a high pass of 4535 metres. At 
the pass one crosses from temperate Nepal to arid Central Asia.  The small village of Jari is just on the 
temperate side of the pass but still needs to irrigate the barley fields.  On the arid west side of the pass is 
the dusty boarder town of Hilsa which has no agriculture but subsists on trading with Tibet. (Day 3) 

The monastery at Til, like the other two in the Limi valley at Halje and Jang, adheres to the Drikung 
Kagyu Drikung school of Tibetan Buddhism.  The monastery at Til lies a little outside the village while 
those at Halje and Jang the are in the centre of the village.  This monastery at Til is relatively new while 
the Monastery at Halje is thought to be 800 years old. (Day 5)



Map of the route from Simikot up the Karnali River to Hilsa then through the Limi Valley before returning 
to Simikot. For ease of fitting the map is not aligned to the north and the west end of the walk is 
uppermost.  To view in a correct alignment rotate the page anticlockwise 90 degrees in Adobe Acrobat.
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John Muir Trail-South Half

A view of the dry Limi Valley from its western end.  The mountains on each side of the valley rise to 6000 
metres while the valley floor is about 4000 metres. The valley is about 30 km long. There are many side 
valleys which are used for grazing in the summer months especially at the head of the main valley. (Day 4)  

The village of Til is composed of some 40 large solid houses which are built of local stone. The timbers 
in lintels and supports have to be brought in by yak at a substantial cost. In general each house is three 
floors with the ground floor for animals to over winter in. The second floor is for the family and store 
rooms. The top floor are summer rooms and further store rooms built around a courtyard. (Day 5)
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The routes in and out of Limi Valley are strenuous. At the west end there is a very long and difficult days 
walk from Hilsa, which itself is difficult to get to with a 3 day walk from Simikot.  At the east end the only 
route is over the Nyalu Lagna, a 5000 metre pass and a further 2 days walk to Simikot. The above picture 
is near the top of this pass (Day 7). 

 The entrance to the ancient Halji monastery. This monastery, nearly 800 years old, has for centuries 
been the religious and cultural centre for the inhabitants of the Limi Valley. The monastery houses some 
very unique statues.  The oldest part of the building is accessed by  the steep steps from the courtyard 
pictured above. Halji is the biggest village in the Limi Valley with about 70 houses. (Day 6) 



The village of Jang is the uppermost of the 3 Limi Villages. It has about 40 houses.  Like the other two 
villages it subsists of trading with Tibet and growing barley. The fields are planted in May and then 
harvested in October with the whole family being involved. During the winter months the valley is 
snowbound from January to April. (Day 6)

The people of Limi are natural and very accomplished horseman. The horseman often like to show off 
their skills like picking up scarfs at full gallop. Horses are the means of transport for the wealthy for all 
journeys. Most of the poorer families would chose to walk longer distances. The horses are stocky and 
grain strength from the lush pastures. (Day 6)



The village of Ogdin is typical of a Chhetri village in Humla. It is south facing and most of the forest has 
been cut down and terraced into small fields. Most of the surviving forests are on the north facing slopes. 
The houses are not as massive and well built as the houses in the Limi Valley. Ogdin is just 2 hours walk 
from Simikot and like most villages in Western Nepal has very limited, if any, education facilities. (Day 16).

The descent from the Nyala Lagna pass is long and takes one down into the Chhunsa Khola valley 
pictured below. Sechi Lagna pass is the other side of the mountain in the picture. It is easiest to go round 
it but more scenic to go over the saddle where there are some high pastures and lakes. (Day 7). 



LIMI VALLEY CIRCUIT
Day Start Finish Km Up Down Time General

1 Simikot Kermi 20 950 1110 8.5

From Simikot head west up to a ridge for 1/2 hour and 
then descend for a hour towards the large village of 
Dadaphaya. After here the path contours across the hillside 
for 2 hours to the village of Dharapouri, where there is 
a lodge and police post. From here the path follows the 
Humla Karnali river for 3 hours. It passes under villages 
perched high above, to reach Kermi, where there is a lodge.

2 Kermi Muchu 21 1070 840 10

From Kermi slowly ascend a good path for 2 hours across 
the hillside to a ridge, then descend to the very rustic 
lodge at a bridge over the Salli Khola river. From here it is 
an easy hour to Yalban where there is an large important 
monastery.  After Yalban the path passes Yangar village and 
then follows the Karnali river for an arduous 3 hours to 
reach the bridge to Muchu village. There is a lodge here. 

3 Muchu Hilsa 26 1860 1360 12

Leave Muchu and descend 1/2 hour to Tumkot where 
the path leaves the Karnali River and climbs for 2 hours 
to reach Pani Palban and it simple lodges. Then the path 
climbs easily to more lodges by the arid treeless Jari. From 
Jari climb over the Nara Bhanjyan pass at 4535m to enter 
arid Central Asia. There is a long hard descent for a good 3 
hours to the dusty border village of Hilsa with a lodge.

4 Hilsa Til 18 1510 1240 10.5

Cross the bridge over to the north side of the Karnali 
then climb up the steep pathless slope beside the Chinese 
border for an hour to a path. Follow this rocky path east 
for a hard 4 hours as it crosses rocky spurs and dry side 
valleys.  After ochre cliffs the path climbs a ridge at the start 
of the Limi valley. Descend the ridge and round a spur to 
reach Til. The village has some local houses for lodging only.

5 Til Halje 8 230 420 3

From Til there is a hours detour to the Til gumba. Return 
to Til and then follow the hillside down the west side of 
the stream down to the Limi River.  There is a bridge at the 
confluence. Cross to the south side and follow the path 
upstream. Cross again to the north side near Halje to reach 
the neat village full of fortress type houses.  The are no 
teahouses but some local houses may offer simple lodging.

6 Halje Jang 11 430 130 4

Visit the very old monastery here before you leave. The 
path follows the north bank of the Limi River throughout.  
After a good hour you reach the meadow at Gumbayok.  
From here it is a good 2 hours past more grazing meadows 
to the third Limi Valley village of Jang. Again this small village 
of 50 houses has a large monastery to visit. There are no 
lodges but local houses should offer food and lodging.

7 Jang
Chhumgo 

Khola
25 570 210 7.5

From Jang head east up the easy valley along a series of 
riverside meadows and a hot spring.  When the valley veers 
north follow it and go round a prominent knoll to the 
large Takchhe meadow. From this meadow head south up 
a white sand bank to reach the fast, cold, knee-high river. 
Wade the river, pass a lake and then head up the Talun 
valley for 3 hours to the foot of the pass and camp here.  

8
Chhumgo 

Khola
Sechi Lagna 25 1360 1580 10.5

From the camp start to ascend the easy 3 hour path up to 
the Nyalu Lagna pass, 4988m.  Descend the south side for 
4 hours through the spectacular Chhunsa Khola valley until 
you reach the  Takchi Khola side valley to the east.  Ascend 
this side valley for 3 hours past meadows to the Sechi 
Lagna pass, 4510m. Camp in the meadows on the south of 
the pass or descend for a further 2 hours to the valley.  

9 Sechi Lagna Simikot 20 950 2040 10

Descend 2 hours into the forests of the Pangur Khola 
valley. From here there is a short, easy climb up to the 
Chhuban Lagna pass. From this pass there is a very long  3 
hour descent to Hepka. Just below Hepka cross the river 
and climb for an rigorous 2 hours traversing up through 
the forest to Ogdin village. From Ogdin there is a dirt track 
contouring along the hillside for 2 hours to reach Simikot. 

174 8930 8930 76


